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                 CHAPTER V






5.1     INTRODUCTION

        An interview session was carried out in order to judge the respondents’ opinion using 3D computer animation on Wayang Kulit Kelantan; or Kelantan Shadow puppetry. Here, the respondents are provided with questions that are related to traditional and computer animation which are divided into four main visual art forms, namely; Puppet Design, Light and Shadow, Animation and Storytelling. The sampling data consists of groups of respondents divided into two main groups – experts and non-experts. The expert group includes experienced computer animators, 2D cel or traditional hand drawn  artist and illustrators, while for experts related to Wayang Kulit, Tok Dalang (or puppeteers) as well as experienced Wayang Kulit researcher were identified. The non-expert group includes Wayang Kulit fans mainly in or from Kelantan. This group consist of regular spectators of Wayang Kulit Kelantan (Siam), which experienced Wayang Kulit  Kelantan; mainly from childhood up to present. During each interview session, the respondents are presented with a sample of 3-Dimensional (3D) computer animation Wayang Kulit, as part of an experiment to provide a better understanding and discussion between the researcher and respondents. A total of twenty six respondents were involved during the interview, with five animation experts including animation directors and animators, six experience Tok Dalangs (or puppeteers) and research scholar Wayang Kulit, mainly from Kelantan, and fifteen Wayang Kulit  fans with knowledge and vast experience related to Wayang Kulit  entertainment. The data later were compiled and analyzed using QSR Nvivo 8.0 qualitative software.





Figure 5.1 Tree Model Nvivo Data Analysis on Traditional and 
Computer Animation Puppetry
      
     Figure 5.1 shows a tree model structure of questionnaire design process using QSR Nvivo 8.0 qualitative data software. The overall research objectives clearly states that it focuses on three main aspects such as traditional qualities in Wayang Kulit,  significance of  3D computer animation and study of design  (modelling)  and study of ‘expressitivity’ related to animation or movement in Wayang Kulit  performances.  The idea of the tree model is to basically provide a clear visualization process of questions and domains related to the research objectives. The tree model is divided into two main domains which consists of traditional and digital (computer animation) puppetry.
										

     The animation expert focus group respondents consist of 5 individuals, which are identified as EX1, EX2, EX3, EX4, and EX5. As for the puppeteer and academic researcher, the respondents are identified as TK1, TK2, TK3, TK4, TK5 and TK6. Finally, for the labels of Wayang Kulit Kelantan fan group, due to huge amount, are based on their short name representing their findings.













5.3   Design 

5.4   Pattern Studies Related to 3D and Traditional Wayang Kulit	


            Figure 5.2   Matrix Query Design chart on 3D animation Wayang Kulit  

     Figure 5.2 shows the proportion of animation and Wayang Kulit research experts and overall words were counted or coded during the interview sessions. This matrix query (see Figure 5.2) summarizes the word count or coded during the interview session related to 3D animation Wayang Kulit. Meanwhile, respondent EX4 recorded 212 times as the highest words coded counted in this segment, which describes the importance of 3D computer animation in Wayang Kulit design. On the contrary, Malaysian pioneer animation expert, the respondent EX3, was slightly low with 95 times source coded reference in particular to 3D animation in Wayang Kulit.  Overall, the significance for the reason of highest word count from EX4 respondent point of view proves that concept art and identity of visual design and characters in Wayang Kulit traditional can be adapted into 3D computer animation. 


    For instance, in Malaysia, concept arts (digital art and informative the making of... from pre-production to post production) on film or TV production are not documented compared to international animation production such as Pixar or Disney. Also, respondent EX4 were optimistic in the content of animation, referring to the stylized puppet of Wayang Kulit with new characteristics names such as Mak Dara, Mak Minah or Pak Seman characters with different visual arts of structure (identity), texture and pattern that the young generation today would find it easy to adapt with 3D computer animation. It represents a local identity within the society which the young generation especially would find it much more comfortable to accept. It means, since the past, the audience were synonymous with characters such Wak Dogol, Seri Rama or Sita Dewi in Wayang Kulit Kelantan. Therefore, new puppet characters can also be introduced to create another style to represent new or modern characters or Wayang Kulit. Next, we will look on the results of each component related to visual design element on 3D computer animation in particular to Wayang Kulit visual arts.

   5.4.1    Pattern Visual Style 






    Figure 5.3 shows the number of words coded among the animation experts in relation to the pattern studies in Wayang Kulit 3D animation. Figure 5.3 shows the differences and slightly close number of words coded during the interview session.    One of the respondents, EX4, highlighted more than 100 words coded with highest word frequency count of 3.36% relating to the significance of puppet characters in computer animation which represents their psychical appearance and characteristic.  Also, there were between 0.22% to 0.23% relation to words frequency cited by respondent EX4 on 3D computer pattern design puppets mainly focusing on traditional Malaysian styles such as batik or other modern features based on the response to question 1, 4 and 7. Thus, the usage of batik, songket, floral or any other Malaysian visual culture styles will be an added value of artistic symbol by providing different styles or looks to the current existing Wayang Kulit puppets in 3D animated styles. The context of realism in puppet animation signifies the capability of 3D computer animation to capture the similar visual essences of existing traditional Wayang Kulit’s qualities and patterns such as colour, lines, articulated shapes and others.

     On the contrary, it is obvious from this figure that respondent EX3 are among the lowest, by gaining 21 words coded among the other animation experts on computer animated puppetry related to pattern. This is due to his perception of puppet design and texture in traditional Wayang Kulit, which had much more visual attraction and aesthetics values compared to 3D computer animation, which focuses more on photorealism. It is interesting in particular to respondent EX3 that the word frequency percentage used such as realistic (0.19%), symbolism (0.15%), photorealism (0.08%) and archetypes (0.04%) are important elements that separates the domain of traditional and modern visual styles of shadow puppet design. 

     It also important to highlight that several respondents highlighted the issue of hardware and software to develop detailed model textured and virtual models of puppet design. It might be difficult to model hundreds of puppet 3D model using key frame animation software which might utilize high capacity of hardware and software appliances which in turn involved detail modelling and rendering.


Figure 5.4 Pattern result Traditional Wayang Kulit styles based on
Animation Experts 






    What is interesting in this finding from Figure 5.4 is that detail pattern craft of each puppet by the Tok Dalangs and hand-made original are the essence in Wayang Kulit arts. Passion, observation, time and detail during production process, are some factors that allow the master puppeteer (Tok Dalangs) to design this unique puppet pattern with colourful textures. 

      The colours are vibrant, attractive and dynamic that allows the audience to focus their attention on the shadow pattern projected behind the screen. It also helps to provides coherent performance in terms of puppet size, costume, props and puppet characters role (antagonist and protagonist) in Wayang Kulit. On the aspects of facial puppet expression, some respondents describe that traditional Wayang Kulit’s expression are created through emotional silhouettes or known as “characteristic of shadow play” as describe by respondent EX3. Overall, the traditional Wayang Kulit  from the animation experts feels that it is a unique traditional performing arts with its own style and practices.






     Figure 5.5 shows the detailed percentage of words coded between Tok Dalangs and Wayang Kulit academic experts, with respondent TK1 signifies the highest words coded, at 155.  As for TK5 and TK6, both respondents cited 85 coded words. From the example, TK1’s first significant reason for the increase in words coded from the interview is based on perception that the shadow puppet animated in 3D animation is much more artistic, with vibrant colours, new characters; costumes with Malaysian culture pattern (flowers, batik, songket) can be added in 3D computer animation shadow puppetry to attract the audience.  






Figure 5.6 Artistic and Visual Composition
 result 3D animation Wayang Kulit based on Tok Dalangs and Academic expert





    From the example, TK1’s first significant reason for the increase in words coded from the interview is based on perception that the shadow puppet animated in 3D animation is much more artistic, with vibrant colours, new characters; costumes with Malaysian culture pattern or crafts (flowers, batik, songket) can be added in 3D computer animation shadow puppetry to attract the audience.  

    Secondly, TK1 feels that characters and roles within the puppets life in traditional shadow puppet can be transformed to computer animated 3D puppetry. He was impressed with the 3D Pohon Beringin, (Cintailah Sungai Kita) prototype done by the researcher that was modelled and animated in 3D computer animation that looks almost similar to a traditional Wayang Kulit style. Overall, from the bar chart above, we can see that the factors contribute towards lower words coded related to shadow puppets pattern are mainly on realistic visual appearance such as texture, value, artistic and others. 

   In the Example, respondent TK5 explained during the interview that computer animation will not be able to achieve as accurate or similar qualities with traditional shadow play puppets. This is due to the audience’s experience to identify between original or computer animated puppetry in context with visual design or artistic approach. The most important findings appear from this data is the respondents (Dalangs or puppeteers) mostly agreed that new puppet identity with different visual patterns can be applied in computer animation puppetry based on the countries’ socio-lifestyle, culture, and target audience. 


     There was a positive connection between the pattern and culture, especially in Malaysia, as technology has dominated the people’s lifestyle especially the youth today, and Wayang Kulit or shadow puppet needs a new breed.  The computer animated 3D shadow puppets should be designed with simple, not too complex pattern. The context of shadow or silhouettes, with 3D images or model, distinguished the context of medium of entertainment. Shadow puppetry belongs to the world of performing arts but 3D computer animation belongs to world of animation.

     Computer animated puppetry can be designed creatively with various themes and colours, texture, visuals that could be adapted from the Malaysian culture.  It is advised that new 3D computer animated shadow puppets name or identity created should be remained in use throughout in order for easy remembrance as similar concept used in traditional shadow puppetry. Thus, use of computer animation in designing pattern related to shadow puppet styles creates a value of paradigm that signifies between the importance of technology, human and creativity.   An interesting point that respondent TK2 discussed is the concept of patterns use in designing or developing Wayang Kulit traditional puppets, whether should it be perceived from a perspective or keeping the traditional aesthetics. It is up to the producer and animation director to decide the puppets’ concept art, either to stylize or preserve the existing Wayang Kulit style.      From this aspect, TK1 and TK5 respondent also describe that traditional Wayang Kulit  puppets pattern are constructed  based on a hierarchy system among the Kingdom and the society which makes it necessary to define each puppet character with detailed handcrafted patterns including colour, dress, weapon and texture.  


     In the example, TK2 and TK4 respondents both obtained 15 percent of their words which signifies their observation and point of view on traditional Wayang Kulit puppet, especially on pattern with similarities with other influence culture such as Siam, Hindu or Java. Overall, majority of the respondents described that the conventional stories or repertoire in shadow puppet or Wayang Kulit are basically folklore or Hindu epics (mainly Ramayana & Mahabharata)  that influenced the puppet design (pattern) in Malaysia.  TK5 respondent described that time and effort put by the puppeteers to design traditional shadow puppets involved much detail and crafting for each pattern applied. 
  















Figure 5.7 Artistic and Visual Composition








      If colours are not applied in 3D computer animation, it will be non attractive because the audiences are watching solid 3D puppets model computer animated that looks almost too cartoonish or non-realistic image. A traditional shadow puppet looks physically strong and the projected silhouettes or shadows appearance are basically dynamic and versatile based on the colours and texture applied. He also added that the height and size of each puppet in traditional Wayang Kulit should also be followed in computer animated style.    Majority of the respondents agree that traditional shadow puppets in terms of pattern or design puppets are unique and imaginative.   Computer animation  are more advanced piece of technology and what is interesting in this findings from Figure 5.7  is the respondents feels that it will not be the same to use computer animation to develop a basic puppet similar to traditional styles especially when it comes to visual , articulation, design or pattern of the puppet models. Even though computers were used to create a full adaptation of Wayang Kulit animation, it will still not be the same quality or style exists from the conventional style. 

      5.4.3 Design Simplicity & Audience Attraction


Figure 5.8 Design Simplicity & Audience Attraction result 3D animation Wayang Kulit based on Wayang Kulit Fans


     Figure 5.8 shows the detailed percentage of words coded between Wayang Kulit Fans, with respondent F13 respondent signifies the highest words coded, at 131.  As for F11 and F15, both respondents cited average of 45 coded words related to computer animation Wayang Kulit.   From the example, F13’s respondent first significant reason for the increase in words coded from the interview is based on perception that the shadow puppet animated in 3D animation is much more stylish, with vivacious colours, variety characters; using influential Malaysian culture pattern (stylish flowers, batik, and songket) can be added in 3D puppet models to attract the audience.  Secondly, F5 respondent feels that characters and roles within the puppets life in traditional shadow puppet can be transformed to computer animated 3D puppetry. He also was impressed with the 3D Pohon Beringin, 3D puppets characters Pak Seman and Mak Dara for “Cintailah Sungai Kita” prototype done by the researcher that was modelled and animated in 3D computer animation that looks almost similar (realistic) to a traditional Wayang Kulit style. 

     Overall, from the bar chart above, we can see that the factors contribute towards lower words coded related to shadow puppets pattern are mainly on realistic visual appearance such as texture, value, artistic and others.    In the Example, respondent TK5 explained during the interview that computer animation will not be able to achieve as accurate or similar qualities with traditional shadow play puppets. This is due to the audience’s experience to identify between original art of Wayang Kulit or 3D computer animated visual qualities in context with visual design or artistic approach. The most important findings appear from this data is the respondents mostly agreed that new puppet identity with different visual patterns can be applied in 3D computer animated Wayang Kulit based on the countries’ socio-lifestyle, culture, and target audience. 
     There was a positive connection between the pattern and culture, especially in Malaysia, as technology has dominated the people’s lifestyle especially the youth today, and Wayang Kulit or shadow puppet needs a new breed.  The computer animated 3D shadow puppets should be designed with simple, not too complex pattern. The context of shadow or silhouettes, with 3D images or model, distinguished the context of medium of entertainment. Shadow puppetry belongs to the world of performing arts but 3D computer animation belongs to world of animation. Computer 3D animated puppetry can be designed creatively with various themes and colours, texture, visuals that could be adapted from the Malaysian culture.  It is advised that new 3D computer animated shadow puppets name or identity created should be remained in use throughout in order for easy remembrance as similar concept used in traditional shadow puppetry. Thus, use of 3D computer animation in designing pattern related to shadow puppet styles creates a value of paradigm that signifies between the importance of technology, human and creativity.







     From the chart figure above, it reveals that out of 15 respondents related to Wayang Kulit fans, F13 respondent from Pasir Mas, Kelantan, coded the highest source related to pattern studies with 19 in creating 3D Wayang Kulit animation. F3 respondent from Pasir Mas Kelantan also, cited only three times in her opinion using 3D computer animation for Wayang Kulit. The first significant reason for WS respondent increase on pattern studies is based on her optimistic view that using 3D computer animation towards creating the pattern puppet design visual arts of Wayang Kulit could be beneficial in terms of new approach and technology for the survival of the classical art form.

      From figure 5.9  related  with puppet pattern and design costume construct in traditional Wayang Kulit style, one of the respondent F12 from Kota Bahru, cited the most words during the interview session, with another  respondent F3 from Kota Bahru as well coded the less frequent points related to pattern subject matter. In general it can be seen that in Figure 5.8 that the response is much more positive due to their knowledge and experience watching traditional Wayang Kulit compared to 3D computer animation.  What is interesting in this finding is that some respondent stated that by providing modern texture, dress-code, and weapons to 3D computer animated puppets it would give an extra dimension or variety of visualization to the audience compared to current style of Wayang Kulit.   Also, another findings from the respondents is the puppets can be seen physically but untouchable in 3D computer animation, compared to traditional  Wayang Kulit the puppets are touchable and  able to  manipulate behind  the screen by the puppeteer himself. In response to the question 5, majority of respondents revealed that the comparison between 3D computer animation and traditional hand-made puppets in Wayang Kulit are two totally different approaches or medium.
    Animators instruct the computer (software) to create an animation, but puppeteers create the puppets’ patterns based on creativity, observation, notion and sensitivity. Again, most of the respondents interviewed suggested that colours play a significant role in developing the puppets’ features and qualities that the audience would find appealing to view, especially young generation or kids that are fascinated and attracted to colours. Also, small number of respondents suggested that by using the traditional colours, or classic craft shapes (known as “Kerawang”) in the design of 3D computer animation puppets model as texture could add a “sentimental value” and metaphor that Wayang Kulit puppet appearance are appreciated and known for.

    What is interesting in this finding related to tools used to design 3D virtual puppet from Figure 5.8 is that 3D computer animation context with the tools and functions are able to provide a dimension towards the personality of the puppet characters for the survival of Wayang Kulit itself. For example, using variant patterns or vivid colours with (cartoonish style) generated to 3D puppet models, can be cache (attractive) that will attract the audience mood and attention towards it.    Also, some respondents described computer as only tools that provide solutions. The puppet design, texture, craft, stylistic requirements, concept, and stories comes from the creativity inside each individual; either a film director, animation director, or puppeteer himself. Plus, adding Malaysian culture iconography arts and dress such as batik, Baju Melayu and Sari using computer animation, will help especially the younger generation to appreciate and support Wayang Kulit entertainment, as there might be no end to historical and heritage of the origins of Wayang Kulit such as Wayang Kulit Kelantan, but there could be an end or extinction on its performances. 


    Over two thirds of the respondents indicated that computer animation could achieve the similar quality or stylistic pattern that appears in traditional shadow puppetry. Overall, only a small number of respondents disagree that puppet pattern (colour, texture, craft) could be achieve  in computer animation and it is not realistic compared to traditional Wayang Kulit style.   Most respondent feel that the audience, especially in the village, may find it unpleasant, scared or uncanny to watch 3D computer puppet Wayang Kulit.  Here, the most important finding is the context of shadow or image projected from 3-Dimensional (3D) computer puppetry.  Using 3D computer animation to create the exact quality of Wayang Kulit’s traditional visual arts will still create a doubt factor, whether shadows or silhouette is required. If computer animation is used to develop or stylize Wayang Kulit, the respondents feel it is not necessary to maintain the art of silhouette or the need for the shadow to be projected. 










5.5   Structure Concept in 3D and Traditional Wayang Kulit

    5.5.1  Variable Shapes and Sizes 

 Figure 5.10   Structure of Variable Shapes and Sizes 3D animation Wayang Kulit based on Animation Experts
   





     Colours not only provide visual artistic style or mood but it also enhances the visual appeal of the characterization in each puppet design, especially in 3D computer animation. There was a positive connection between colour and costume or props used in developing shadow puppets in digital computer puppetry. For example, according to Mike, colours and costume in 3D computer puppetry must be inline that allows creating flavours in a story. Here, In response to the question 6, the respondents  identified the role of different puppet structure in terms of shapes and sizes, are the known character identification that each character design are mainly conceptualized and illustrated based on characteristics. 

     In the example, EX3 respondent coded the lowest amount of word (18) which mainly focused on the puppets’ structure between traditional and computer animated style with 0.15 percent number of words coded, mainly related to colour and symbolism in context with puppet structures.  He explains the importance colour and symbolism in terms of puppet character archetypes, colour, photorealism and also facial expression that would able to create iconic characters that are memorable and believable. Puppet character structure must come in different variety of size, shape, or colour that helps to create variety of characters and charisma that the audience will not be bored with in the case of repetition of the existing characters in a story line. It had to have emotional factor that the audience are able to appreciate the charisma in it. Overall, to simplify from this findings, it can be described  that majority of the respondents are providing point of view in the context of creating new structure of 3D key frame animation by using two(2)  methods such as  stylized (3D puppetry) or replicate (traditional shadow puppet) visual arts.


      They feel that it could be done but it needs to understand certain qualities that exist between traditional puppetry and digital puppetry (structure of colour, articulated shape, proportion, gesture and many more). Overall, in evaluating the findings in Figure 5.9, most of the animation expert feels that visual structure of computer animation should be versatile, with proper understanding of visual art elements such as colour, props, costumes, shapes and sizes, emotions and charisma that fulfil the needs in a story and importantly has a great amount of significance towards the audience.


Figure 5.11   Structure of Variable Shapes and Sizes Traditional Wayang Kulit based on Animation Experts

    This part will present the respondents’ view in terms of puppet design and structure, based on traditional Wayang Kulit visual arts. In general, it can be seen that in Figure 5.11 most of the respondents are fascinated with the concept and structure of puppet design in Wayang Kulit especially the vivid colors and crafted design. The first significant reasons for the increase related to traditional Wayang Kulit puppet structure are the visual details and appeal factor of the art form.   Strong evidence was found based from the literature studies of Pak Hamzah’s presentation of Wayang Kulit at international countries, especially Belgium and Netherlands in 1969 that indicates international audiences’ acceptance of traditional shadow puppets performance.

   Also, what is interesting in this finding from Figure 5.11 is concentration or focus towards developing each puppet model structure from design using articulated and stylish patterns base on culture patterns especially Siam influences.   From the respondents view, the animator needs to concentrate on constructing the puppet in virtual environment regarding form modelling, texture, rigging, and animation and rendering techniques. The puppeteer implies the same style as the animators does by in traditional method and tools in real life environment. 







     Majority of the respondents thought that it would be quite difficult to develop an exact puppet model of Wayang Kulit’s puppet characters structure, even though it is still not impossible. This is due to the complexity, cost (technology) and visual appeal among audience that could easily differentiate between handmade or computer software puppet structure design, which is highlighted in question 5. In question 6, most respondents were highlighting the aesthetics expression of puppet structure (physical). Whether it is virtual or non-virtual, it should consist of profound (dominant), character outline and archetypes that create the personas of each puppet characters.  These findings are important in that it relates to the final research objectives focusing on expressivity (puppet physical model appearances) of a 3D animation prototype. In fact, the puppet model structures are designed based on the traditional visual arts of Wayang Kulit performances.

  5.5.2 Stylistic and Personifications  


Figure 5.12 Stylistic and Personifications  





      In general, it can be seen in Figure 5.12 that TK1 respondent shows the highest number of words coded from the interview session with 155. The different reasons that lead to this significant increase is the amount of word known as ‘modern’ with 0.44 percent in relation to puppet structure design. In the example, TK1 respondent coded several points related to question number 1 and 2 (See Attachment C and D) on puppet characterization, and colour are essential especially in developing 3D computer animated Wayang Kulit.





      Majority of the respondents totally supported the modernization of Wayang Kulit, especially in terms of puppet structure. In the example, 0.20 percent word frequency  were recorded among three respondents (TK2, TK3 and TK4) stating the same word  “stand out”  that refers to puppet design in computer animation which should be almost the same styles implemented in traditional Wayang Kulit. What is interesting in these findings from Figure 5.12 is the majority of the puppeteer or Tok Dalangs including TK5 respondent agrees that puppet design can be developed using 3D computer animation.    Like TK1 respondent mentioned, if traditional Wayang Kulit are the responsibility of the Dalangs or puppeteers (puppet design, storytelling, movement), and therefore in computer animation, the director or animator should be responsible as well. 


Figure 5.13 Stylistic and Personifications  
result Traditional Wayang Kulit based on  Tok Dalangs and academic expert


    The graph in Figure 5.13 presents the respondents’ results towards Wayang Kulit traditional puppet structure related to styles and puppet characters personification. In general, the Dalangs or puppeteers including academic experts are aware of the structure importance in Wayang Kulit performances, and most of the respondents indicates that Wayang Kulit traditional puppets should consist of various structures to the puppets that provides different style, rhythm and emotion for the audience.
     It is obvious form this graph in Figure 5.13 that majority of respondents described the importance of structure puppet model understanding in traditional Wayang Kulit that helps to bring out and encourage the characters’ personas.   As can be seen, the percentages between each respondent are not far, indicating that importance of structure in puppet character design and storytelling should be in line. Furthermore, traditional shadow puppets performances are focusing mainly on the 2-dimensional (2D) translucent shadows rather than the physical 3D models puppet (stylized) computer animation which are based on virtual domain. The puppets’ physical structure are defined as “flat” or 2-Dimensional(2D) in traditional Wayang Kulit that allows the puppeteer to manipulate the puppets smoothly in and out on the screen(Kelir), compared to computer base are model in 3-Dimensional(3D) which is more rigid or computerised. What is interesting in this findings from Figure 5.13 is the philosophy between two visual arts in terms of it presentation appearance. The puppet design and structure in Wayang Kulit or shadow puppet performances are suitable for older generation and they still appreciate it today. Digital animation puppetry is more suitable for children that love cartoon visual art with vivid colours and effects. 

    This findings is related to positive connectivity with Wayang Kulit fans’ perception on puppet structure using 3D computer animation as discussed earlier. The majority of the respondents felt that traditional puppet designs in Wayang Kulit are more dynamic and specific (variable). The puppet model structures were influenced from Hindu and Siamese visual arts.  Also, this key point is related to the final research objectives that highlights the expressiveness of 3D computer animated shadow puppetry. In summary, the uniqueness of puppet structure in Wayang Kulit traditional performances contains two significances, which are the shadow and the puppet.    

  5.5.3 Versatile Pattern Visual 

Figure 5.14   Versatile Pattern Visual result 3D computer animation Wayang Kulit based Wayang Kulit Fans





    What is interesting in this findings from Figure 5.14  is that even though the traditional Wayang Kulit  fans has insufficient knowledge specifically on 3D computer animation, but they always describe Wayang Kulit  puppet structure as “cartoonish” looks,  compared to visual arts of traditional Wayang Kulit that looks more realistic, versatile  and artistic.  Even though the virtual puppets are photorealistic visuals in 3D realm,  but majority of the respondents feels that computer technology are able to enhance the creativity of traditional Wayang Kulit visual arts and also providing an alternative to the presentation style of a new medium for the survival of Wayang Kulit.  Only a small number of respondents indicated that structure of Wayang Kulit puppet development in computer should not be implemented as traditional styles or should not be replicated. The traditional Wayang Kulit visual styles are the origins of the ancestors, and the puppet crafts structure are describe as scared with different size, colours, and identity. Some respondents even suggested to not to change the original structure of the puppets in 3D computer animated Wayang Kulit. Using computer animation is not an issue, but stylizing it had to be based within the original Wayang Kulit performances. 







Figure 5.15 Versatile Pattern Visual result Traditional Wayang Kulit based Wayang Kulit Fans
 
   The purpose of this part is to provide the focus group known as the non-expert, Wayang Kulit fans respondents’ feedback in relation to traditional Wayang Kulit visual arts, with focus on puppet design and structure. Figure 5.15 shows the percentage of coded words from the respondents, and we can see that majority of the respondents agreed that each puppet design and structure in traditional Wayang Kulit performances are vital.   In general, the graph in Figure 5.15 the most important findings presents the majority of the respondents described traditional Wayang Kulit  as handmade craft, artistic puppets (colour and  texture), and quality(long lasting). Majority of the respondents felt the puppeteers or Dalangs are sentimental (emotion and value), focused and creative in designing each structure of puppet. On average, the respondents felt that puppet design in Wayang Kulit 3D animation will not have the same effect or qualities as traditional visual style of Wayang Kulit in terms of expression and style especially the shadows, silhouettes and movement. A small number of respondents felt that Wayang Kulit puppets should not be digitalized as it is a symbol of heritage and a classic art performance. 















5.6    Puppet Character Archetypes	
  5.6.1    Puppet Aesthetics and Functionality 

Figure 5.16 Puppet Aesthetics and Functionality 3D Animation Wayang Kulit result based on Animation Expert


    These sections discuss the perception of the animation expert respondents in relation to puppet characters, in terms of importance in relationship with computer 3D puppetry. In general it can be seen in Figure 5.16 that majority of the respondents had positive views related to puppet characters in computer animation. The first positive aspect for the increase in puppet characters is the importance of puppet characters’ role in plot or story development. Majority of the respondents highlighted the aspects of protagonist and antagonist characters should be included in animation that affects the entire momentum of the story for the audience. This also provides different flavour or mood in the art direction and content of the story for the entertainment of the audience.  Some respondents even suggested that 3D animated puppet models should also reflect the visual appearance in Wayang Kulit style of various segments. Here, the argument is based on the factor of realism or cartoonish visual appearance that the target audience will be able to relate with the Wayang Kulit traditional visual arts. This includes puppet characters in terms of identity, visual form (size, shape, colour) and expression. 


    Strong evidence was found in several respondents’ description that puppet characters should be based on ‘Characters Archetypes’ with several key points such as characters background, personality, functionality and others.   Also, what is interesting in this finding is the relevancy of uniqueness of puppet characters’ identity based on creative names such as Wak Dogol, Wak Long or Seri Rama exists in traditional Wayang Kulit epics that brilliantly pronounced with Kelantanese ascent. Majority of the respondents agreed that by applying 3D computer animation for Wayang Kulit, the puppets’ name or identity could be changed based on local style or background of the story and not necessarily the classic repertoire of Wayang Kulit epics.   








Figure 5.17 Puppet Aesthetics and Functionality Traditional Wayang Kulit result based on Animation Expert





  5.6.2    Stylizing and Visual Culture

Figure 5.18 Stylizing and Visual Culture perception on 3D animation Wayang Kulit result based on Tok Dalangs and Academic Expert





   In response to question two (2), respondent TK6 came out with an interesting finding, describing that the puppets characters could be modelled with various characters, shapes and sizes using computer animation as long as it still remains some traditional values of the existing characters of Wayang Kulit.  Also, some respondents highlighted that several visual expressions are unable to be performed in traditional Wayang Kulit, which could only be implemented using 3D computer animation, such as facial expression or special effects. However, a respondent TK4 seems to be more sceptical against the use of computer animation especially pertaining to puppet characters.  He defines that Wayang Kulit using computer animation will not have the same qualities as traditional Wayang Kulit. He highlighted that the young generation today admires computer animation especially with new modern approach to design the puppet styles, but the earlier generation will still appreciate the original of art of Wayang Kulit due to its richness of aesthetics and culture value in it.    








    5.6.3 Preserving Puppets Identity

Figure 5.19   Preserving Puppets Identity 3D animation Wayang Kulit result based on Wayang Kulit Fans

      This section will present the result from the Wayang Kulit fans in relation to 3D computer animation for Wayang Kulit’s puppet identity and characters. The result analysis from Figure 5.17 shows that majority of the respondents supports the idea of having new puppet characters from design and character’s names.   What is interesting in this finding from Figure 5.17 is the word ‘Survival’ of Wayang Kulit entertainment in the future.  In response to question three(3), it was highlighted from F13 respondent, having the highest words coded with 131 stated that 3D computer animation Wayang Kulit could provide interesting puppet characters with various designs or forms (aliens, trees, animals) and most importantly the puppets model must be attractive and appeal.   There was a positive connection between the structure, pattern and texture related to puppet characters described as should always be attractive or appeal and having some similar design qualities in existing Wayang Kulit traditional styles. Small number of respondents implied that if using 3D computer could bring into question the originality of Wayang Kulit.


     Furthermore, to some puppeteers or fanatic fans of Wayang Kulit for instance, altering the style or characters’ names from the existing Wayang Kulit will destroy the value of the original art of Wayang Kulit itself. In short, modelling puppet characters using 3D computer animation should be look at from a positive aspect, which refers to the current audience, inclination, and technology that allows new characters to be introduced without neglecting the original visual arts of Wayang Kulit or preserving it for future generation. 


Figure 5.20 Preserving Puppets Identity on Traditional Wayang Kulit result based on Wayang Kulit Fans

      Figure 5.20 explains the findings of perception from respondents of Wayang Kulit fans in relation to traditional Wayang Kulit. F14 respondent cited the most percentage with 2.12 percent compared to F3 respondent with only 0.2 percent. Overall, the respondent feels that puppet characters in Wayang Kulit Kelantan are again exceptional based on the artistic style and characteristic that audience found it to be interesting to watch the projected translucent shadows appear on the screen.  Several respondents described that the puppet characters in traditional Wayang Kulit are rich with semiotics that suits the classical epics stories (Ramayana), accompanied with music and narration. 
 
  In response to question 6, an interesting point highlighted by F12 respondent in particular to puppet characters the puppets are design not mainly representing humans, but also other forms such “Dewa-dewa” (demigods), ogres or symbol and most importantly it has semiotics meanings behind each characters involved.    For instance, the Pohon Beringin represents the cosmic universe of mankind, and the significance at each beginning of Wayang Kulit  performances, the non-figurative puppet of  Pohon Beringin will be in placed in the middle in front of the screen or ‘Kelir’ and later would be animated by the puppeteer before introducing other characters.   










5.7    Visual Light & Shadow Significance 

     Light and shadow are two important elements in Wayang Kulit original performances. With current technology, computer animations are capable of manipulating the original lighting styles of traditional Wayang Kulit or even adding lighting effects for mood enhancement. The next findings will be discussed from three main respondents, involving three (3) main areas that consist of originality, types and functionality based on traditional and computer animation for Wayang Kulit.

5.7.1    Mood and Realistic 

Figure 5.21 Mood & Realistic perception 3D Animation Wayang Kulit 
result based on Animation Expert

     Figure 5.21 describe the animation experts response towards light and shadow using 3D computer animation for Wayang Kulit This part presents the importance of light and shadow in computer animation and how it affects Wayang Kulit visual arts. EX5 respondent cited the most reference related to light and shadow with 1.48 percent compared to EX3 respondent with only 0.68 percent.   On average, the respondents seemed to agree that light source are important both in animation and traditional Wayang Kulit to create mood and brightness that will help the audience to clearly visualize the image onscreen. 
     One of most important findings appears from Figure 5.21 is that the connotation between light and silhouettes created in 3D computer animation can have similar qualities to traditional Wayang Kulit styles. This is explained based on question four(4) describing that the lighting technique in computer animation are more artificial or virtual compared to the traditional light source using paraffin lamp or electrical source. 

   In addition, an interesting point was also highlighted that it involves a similarity concept of lighting between 3D computer animation lighting technique or traditional Wayang Kulit lighting styles which are described as “motif”. Also, on the aspect of position of light including various types of light (spot light, ambient light), it is suggested that the light source positioning should be placed at different and flexible angle compared to traditional Wayang Kulit light that were hanged or suspended from the top, in order to obtain a more realistic, vibrant and entraining mood through a technique known as “simulation effect”.  

      In response to question five (5), concerning the concept of animating overlapping shadow or opaque black silhouettes behind 3D computer animated puppet model or stylizing it, majority of the respondents find it to be quite disturbing. It feels like watching two characters animating or moving together simultaneously.  This might disrupt the audience’s focus. In fact, in traditional Wayang Kulit, the puppet characters are projected based on light and shadow by one controller (puppeteer) behind the screen, providing room for the puppeteer to  manoeuvre  the puppets in and out (vertical and horizontal). 


     Therefore, using 3D computer animation to create stylizes puppets and shadows based on Wayang Kulit qualities could be considered difficult in terms of audience acceptance relating it to realistic features. On the other hand, 3D computer animation are able to design and animate 3D puppets with various colours , textures and light effects including ray tracing or shadows that would be an advantage compared to traditional Wayang Kulit  in order to develop intricate puppet characters, though it would be subjected to certain criteria including hardware, manpower, budget and many more.

Figure 5.22 Mood & Realistic perception Traditional Wayang Kulit 
result based on Animation Expert

      As can be seen, in Figure 5.22, the animation expert respondent has their own perception towards traditional Wayang Kulit’s lighting and shadow concept. Figure 5.24 shows EX1 respondent with the highest percentage coverage with 0.78 percent, with EX3 covered the lowest with 0.21 percent. This result shows that the respondent has different perception between traditional and 3D computer animation in the context of lighting and its functionality.   From the result shown in Figure 5.24 most of the animation experts still has less detail knowledge in terms of Wayang Kulit lighting concept, with mostly highlighting related to creating aesthetic mood .

       What is interesting in this finding is that most of the respondents described Wayang Kulit’s traditional light and shadow techniques as functions that are unique, with suitable mood for audience to enjoy especially at night time. For example, EX1 highlighted some interesting point related to shadows projected in traditional Wayang Kulit, in which it is defined as an element of “fantasy”. Here, EX1 explains that traditional Wayang Kulit involved imagination, non-reality and creativity that made the shadow believable to the audiences.  According to respondent EX3, a very interesting point that he highlighted in this finding was that traditional Wayang Kulit functions by using front and back light technique to create mood that allows the puppeteer to animate the shadows projected effectively. The audience at the front or back will have a clear view of the shadow effects that moves lively on the screen with proper lighting mood surrounding it. In short, this fundamental understanding will provide better points for execution to stylized or replicate the light and shadow qualities from Wayang Kulit using computer animation technique.





Figure 5.23 Variety of features with 3D lighting 





      This section presents the findings from Tok Dalangs or puppeteers and academic expert related to studies on light and shadow using 3D computer animation on Wayang Kulit. Figure 5.23 shows respondent TK1 achieving a total of 2.95 percent, with lowest percentage obtain by respondent TK2 with only 1.10 percent. Majority of the respondents agreed that computer animation lighting are not realistic, compared to traditional Wayang Kulit styles. 





     
Figure 5.24   Variety of features with 3D lighting 
Traditional Wayang Kulit result based on Tok Dalang & Academic Expert

     




5.7.3 Nobility and Originality


Figure 5.25 Nobility and Originality 3D lighting perceptions
3D animation Wayang Kulit result based on Wayang Kulit Fans






      In response to question 5, the qualities of shadow projected using computer animation and traditional Wayang Kulit are totally different, as F13 respondent describe that shadows generated using 3D computer animation lighting system are not imaginative, compared to traditional Wayang Kulit  shadows which are much smoother, organized, able to be scaled, attractive, and controlled by highly skilled puppeteers.      In addition, if Wayang Kulit is to be stylized using 3D model character, the shadows or silhouettes are not necessarily needed to be overlapped or projected. Again, it might confuse the audience and make them unable to focus on the storyline or characters role. According to respondent EX3, a very interesting point that he highlighted in this finding was that traditional Wayang Kulit functions by using front and back light technique to create mood that allows the puppeteer to animate, manipulate the shadows projected effectively. The audience at the front or back will have a clear view of the shadow effects that moves lively on the screen with proper lighting mood surrounding it. In short, this fundamental understanding will provide better points for execution to stylized or replicate the light and shadow original qualities from Wayang Kulit using computer animation technique.

Figure 5.26 Nobility and Originality 3D lighting perceptions
Traditional Wayang Kulit result based on Wayang Kulit Fans











  5.8   Puppet Characters in 3D Animation Wayang Kulit

   In this section, the findings are based on the respondents’ perception in relation to animation or movement approach of Wayang Kulit, both traditional and computer animation. The animations findings are divided into three main segments which consist of originality, shadow movement and visualization. The questions are slightly different, especially for Wayang Kulit animation experts which the researcher indentified in them interesting hypothetical questions related to Disney’s twelve (12) principals of animation and relationship in accordance with Wayang Kulit traditional styles.


5.8.1   Key Frame and Disney 12 Principals 

Figure 5.27 Key frame and Disney’s 12 Principals perceptions
3D Animation Wayang Kulit  result based on Animation Expert

   This part presents the findings using Nvivo QSR 8.0 version software to quote the response from animation experts in particular to originality of animation styles using computer animation in Wayang Kulit. Figure 5.27 indicates that EX5 respondent quoted the highest words coded with 52, compared to EX2 respondent with 16 times only. Referring to question 1,  EX5 and EX3 respondents highlighted the important element of puppets ‘characters existence’, referring to animating or moving  puppet characters with two articulation in virtual or computer environment which does not affect the philosophy of traditional Wayang Kulit  visual art. 
    Traditional Wayang Kulit puppets, especially Wayang Kulit Kelantan animated puppets, are based on single articulated movement, except for comical puppet characters (Wak Long and Pak Dogol) which uses both articulated styles. It also depends on the medium and target audience.  In response to question 2 and 3, the movement using Motion Capture(MOCAP) technology can be essential in providing realistic movement performed by Tok Dalangs or puppeteer in traditional Wayang Kulit, by integrating live performance by the puppeteer and capturing each motion into 3D computer animated puppet models.  But MOCAP technology involves high cost infrastructure, man power, and conducive environment to invest compared to key frame animation software. In pertaining to question 4, again EX3 highlighted an interesting findings in section which describe the camera virtual movement  for  Wayang Kulit  could provide a concept known as “diagesis” and “non-diagesis” involving visual, narrative and audio.

        For example, in traditional Wayang Kulit, the audience will hardly get a chance to view titling, or credit of each performer including main or supporting actors and also technical crew names that were involved in the entire production. There are also no camera shots or angle offered in traditional Wayang Kulit, except the audience finds a comfortable position to watch, either distant or close to the stage. Wayang Kulit, in terms of camera angle, is more referred as typical, providing the visual angles stage similar to a medium shot only.  It is all entirely narrated by puppeteer himself or sometimes an introduction by voice over narrated by the organizer. Most of the respondent describes that virtual camera movement or animate brings the audience more closely to the story, by creating mood or depth in it. In summary, stylizing the characters, movement and enhancing it with visual shots will provide more variety, diversity and dynamic features to the modern version of Wayang Kulit. 


         Figure 5.28 Key frame and Disney’s 12 Principals perceptions
Traditional Wayang Kulit result based on Animation Expert

    Figure 5.28 shows the perception of Animation Experts related to animation and originality in Wayang Kulit traditional styles. EX1 respondent stated the highest coded words from the interview session with 43 times, compared to other respondents citing an average of 20 words coded and below. The reason for the increase for EX1 respondent is observation by analyzing the traditional Wayang Kulit styles, compared to other respondents who provided more generalized observation only. In context with the philosophy of animating the puppets, majority of the respondents felt that traditional Wayang Kulit  had rich values of meaning and philosophy especially the Dalangs or puppeteers, which also responded to question two(2)  that puppeteers are highly skilful to craft and animate the puppets, compared to computer animation which EX4 respondent described as “virtual animator”.  An interesting finding related to question 3 was that majority of the respondents agreed that key frame animation technique (software) are much easier to manage and reasonably cost. In traditional Wayang Kulit, the movement of puppets and illusions of shadow are based on “destructive animation”. Each movement are vital to produce a sequence of animated images.  


     It is much easier to eliminate frames using key frame (software based) compared to destructive animation that requires tedious effort to rectify any errors for each frame or in between. Also, most of Malaysia’s successful animation industry uses this key frame 3D software such as Les Copaque’s “Upin & Ipin”, Silver ant’s “Seefood” and MDEC’s “Saladdin”. This animation is done not only for TV series but also cinema level distribution as well. In addition, key frame animation is still the most popular 3D animation technique compared to other animation technique. The most important finding to appear from this data is that Wayang Kulit  had the Disney’s twelve (12) principals of animation, and apparently most of the respondent agreed that the traditional Wayang Kulit  styles has some relevant  element of Disney’s  twelve (12) principals, such as appeal, squash and stretch, and overlapping related to translucent shadows projection on the white screen.

5.8.2   Dimension and Flexibility 


Figure 5.29 Dimension and Flexibility perceptions







    Figure 5.29 explains the findings based on originality in animation or movement, from Tok Dalangs and academic expert.  From the Figure 5.29, it shows that most of the respondents agreed that puppets characters for Wayang Kulit in 3D computer environment will not jeopardize the original art of Wayang Kulit. This is referring to the term ‘flexible’; that allows 3D computer animation to provide more dimension and flexibility to animate 3D models or objects. Example,  TK6 respondent coded the highest words in particular to animation originality, explains if Wayang Kulit are done in stylized or if replicated using 3D computer software, the puppets movement for example, hand, eyes, leg can be animated. This finding was supported as well by respondent TK5. Most importantly it does not destroy the philosophy of original Wayang Kulit styles. An interesting point highlighted in this findings especially referring to question 2 is that by introducing computer virtual animated camera angles, it would enhance the quality of new Wayang Kulit styles. 







      Figure 5.30 Dimension and Flexibility
3D Animation Wayang Kulit result based on Tok Dalangs and Academic Expert

    The aim of this section is to present the findings perception of Wayang Kulit Tok Dalangs and academic expert related to animation and originality in Wayang Kulit traditional styles. Figure 5.30 shows that respondent TK6 recorded the highest words coded with 34 compared to TK2 respondent with only two (2) words coded. What is interesting in this findings is that majority of the respondents agreed that traditional Wayang Kulit  has its own strength and richness of culture values, but what is more concern for most of the respondents is preserving some aesthetics values of traditional Wayang Kulit  in computer animation, to allow the younger generation to appreciate the origins of Wayang Kulit. In traditional Wayang Kulit , the puppeteers controls the puppets as it is, and are unable to change (morph) or add non-human  visual puppets in real-time, such as Seri Rama character changes to Pak Dogol, except through narration only.     One interesting point highlighted from respondent TK6 was that in response to question 1 and 2, is adding real time “personification” or “anthrophomonism” (adding human characteristic to animals or objects)  to 3D computer animated puppets ( human or non-human characters) or morphing the characters are recommended and should not be an issue.  
     This is due to the current audience today being used to exposed to entertainment with advanced technology using CGI (Computer Generated Imagery) such as Avatar, X-Men or Transformers feature film, which could be a reference point for augmenting Wayang Kulit’s computer animation approach. Also, this refers to adding movement of visual shots or angle to provide more options for viewers to be entertained with modern Wayang Kulit styles. In summary, the respondents in this finding could be described as pragmatic in terms of computer animation and Wayang Kulit visual arts. They are not rigid, but more concerned in preserving the values of original Wayang Kulit. 

5.8.3   Cinematography 


    Figure 5.31 Cinematography
3D Animation Wayang Kulit result based on Wayang Kulit Fans

       The purpose of this section is to analyze the findings related to the originality of using computer animation for Wayang Kulit, based on result by Wayang Kulit fans. Figure 5.41 shows that most of the respondents in context with animation for 3D computer animation Wayang Kulit are encouraging. The highest coded reference is F13 respondent with 23 words cited, while less then eleven (11) respondents, not more than 10 words reference were coded in relationship between the philosophy, virtual camera, and overlapping shadows. 
    The first significant increase is related to respondents’ view that computer animation is technology driven, and therefore if it is being used to enhance Wayang Kulit, it would not affect whole philosophy or concept of the original styles of Wayang Kulit. For example, F13 respondent was responding to the researcher’s attempt of stylized effort for Wayang Kulit using 3D computer animation, and felt like providing a new dimension into Wayang Kulit. This was also highlighted in the context of virtual camera animation or movement that provides audience with options to view at different angle and bring the audience even more closely to the storyline itself.  An interesting point was highlighted in this finding that in Wayang Kulit performances, puppeteers and musician are mostly static in their position during their performance, only animated translucent shadows appears on the screen. Thus, 3D computer animations are more dynamic and versatile in that it could provide various animated visual and illusionistic effects to enhance the attractiveness of Wayang Kulit. In addition, the concept of overlapping shadows or silhouettes behind 3D computer animated puppet models are not necessary as again it disrupts the audience focus between the visual and shadow itself.  Only a small number of respondents did not agree using computer animation to animate puppet or stylized Wayang Kulit.

     In response to question 1, F12 respondent described that if Wayang Kulit  computer animation were to introduce virtual puppet characters of such as Wak Dogol, for example designing it with  three (3) hands and later animating it, would certainly affects the philosophy, tradition and culture of Wayang Kulit’s original style. This statement is probably referring to certain sensitivity among mainstream fanatic audience of Wayang Kulit. An interesting point from this finding was that Wayang Kulit are natural or typical in design and performed by human puppeteers, where else computer are animated using computer mouse instructed by human. 
    Even the ideas of having variety of camera angles or movement are not convenient, only creating more confusion to the audience. In other words, only small minority totally rejects the idea of having Wayang Kulit in 3D computer animation styles including the whole concept of 3D virtual camera movement.  

Figure 5.32 Cinematography
Traditional Wayang Kulit result based on Wayang Kulit Fans









                    Figure 5.33   Artistic Shadow 3D Animation Wayang Kulit perception
                  result from Animation Experts






    Using computer technology such as MOCAP (Motion Capture)  technology are able to capture the exact animated shadow performance (movement) by the puppeteer and later transform it into 3D animated puppets. But again, this involves high cost and maintenance. This is where key frame 3D computer animation comes in handy by providing much more flexible, cost effective and quality for animation industry to experiment with 3D Wayang Kulit animation. In addition, it allows the inclusion of various features using visual camera angle, virtual camera movement scene such as (horse or car chasing a character with speed motion camera effects) using computer animation Wayang Kulit. Only a small number of respondents highlighted the issue of realism with virtual shadow projected using 3D computer animation. EX1 respondent highlighted the issue of using 3D computer animation to stylized or replicate Wayang Kulit. If it is stylized, most respondents feel that it is not necessary to include shadow or overlapping silhouettes behind a 3D animated puppet model. In contrast to replicated styles, it must be able to generate similar animated visual arts of shadows from the existing Wayang Kulit. 


                  Figure 5.34 Artistic Shadow Traditional Wayang Kulit perceptions





    The purpose of this part(Figure5.34) is to provide a finding that relates to shadow movement or animation in traditional Wayang Kulit which may be beneficial for computer animation development of Wayang Kulit. EX1 respondent obtained the highest words coded with 43 words, while EX5 described 2 words only.  0.22 percent from Figure 5.48 shows the importance of based on the frequency of words, “mood” is portraying as significance between establishing the mood of animated shadows and the audience view. In particularly responding to question 2, strong evidence was found describing the puppeteer as a “one man show”, orchestrating the art of animating the shadowy projections, using both quick hands to control the puppets and the instinct of a natural performer to provide mood for the audience, especially on long repertoire of epic stories. 






 5.8.5 Shadow Qualities and Characteristic 

Figure 5.35 Shadow Qualities and Characteristic 3D Animation Wayang Kulit category result from Tok Dalangs and Academic Experts

    This section presents the findings on animated shadows in Wayang Kulit using computer animation from Tok Dalangs and academic expert respondents. The result shows some of the respondents have lack of knowledge in technical aspects of 3D computer animation, but they are still able to provide some comparison studies related to shadow movement based on basic understanding of 3D computer animation.   From Figure 5.46 findings, several key word frequencies were identified from the respondents during interview related to questions on shadow movement using 3D computer animation for Wayang Kulit arts. Words such as attractive coded at 0.80 percent, modern with 0.36 percent, art with 0.27 percent which relates to context animation shadow movement and its significance in Wayang Kulit. From Figure 5.35, TK6 respondent coded the most with 69 words, while TK5 respondent cited the lowest coded reference with less than 2 words.    What is interesting in this findings from Figure 5.35 that the shadow or silhouette movement using computer animation will give an interesting new dimension for Wayang Kulit in terms of realism or realistic visualization. The most important finding to appear from the data is that the shadow movement using computer animations are different in terms of qualities. 
     Majority of the respondents feels that the qualities movement of shadows may not be the same in traditional Wayang Kulit styles, but in terms of visual expression it might differ especially on colour, motif (message), texture, or shape. Furthermore, the traditional shadows in Wayang Kulit are animated with semblance and vibrancy, providing the audience space for imagination, wisdom and realism. Thus, watching 3D computer animation projected silhouettes or shadows are much more of replication of artificial shadows of Wayang Kulit based on 3D virtual light effects.


Figure 5.36 Shadow Qualities and Characteristic Traditional Wayang Kulit result from Tok Dalangs and Academic Experts

     Figure 5.36 reveals the findings carried out on shadow animated qualities in Wayang Kulit traditional styles from Tok Dalangs and academic expert group. The Dalangs especially described much relevant point of view in particular to respondent TK1, which coded the highest number of words with 37 or 1.95 percent coded words referenced.      The shadow movement are controlled by the puppeteer based on narration with its own puppet identity or style. For instance, strong evidence was found in the description by respondent TK1 that characters such as Seri Rama or Sita Dewi, the hand behind the puppet is defined as ‘dead’ and also the mouth does not move.    


     Therefore, majority of the respondents define the puppeteers in terms of animating the shadows with limited control (hands and space), and using computer animation could overcome this limitation. TK5 respondent also highlighted the importance of rhythm of music that goes well together with the intricate shadows of Wayang Kulit.    With each movement of shadow controlled by Tok Dalangs or puppeteer behind the screen, the puppets  are described as life without notion or soul, that each time the puppeteer presses the puppets onto the screen, a life is about to appear. In response to question 2 and 3, the most important factor is not to forget the original Wayang aesthetics, even how much of technology effort is being put into in terms of surviving Wayang Kulit , the classical heritage will always remains in people’s heart. 


Figure 5.37   Shadow Qualities and Characteristic 3D Animation Wayang Kulit  result from Wayang Kulit Fans

      This section discus on the perception of Wayang Kulit fans respondents in relation to shadow qualities and characteristic with 3D animation for Wayang Kulit. Again, as not many respondents provided technical answers related to 3D computer animation, instead more on opinions and suggestions in context with Wayang Kulit and computer animation technology.  Figure 5.37, in general it can be seen that F13 respondent provided the highest words coded from interview with 40 words, stating the most frequency word “modern” of 0.36 percent. 
     The word ‘modern’ is referred as animated shadows using computer animation as a positive approach.  Majority of the respondents suggested that shadows animated using computer animations are basically providing new improvement for the traditional Wayang Kulit. In response to question 2, for example, F15 respondent described that by providing visual camera angles it would allow the audience to have more variety in watching animated shadows, with views such as close up, medium shot and long shot. Also, animating shadows in computer for Wayang Kulit allows exploration using virtual light source to create black opaque silhouettes or colourful shadow effects.  From Figure 5.37, most of the respondent implied that the effects are not similar to traditional shadows in Wayang Kulit. A small number of respondents rejected the idea of having animated shadow using 3D computer animation, as it jeopardize the whole artistic heritage art of Wayang Kulit. In another words, improvising or having new visual style using technology such as computer animation are basically replicating or killing the traditional styles. Next we look at traditional Wayang Kulit translucent shadows and its perception within the focus group.








   The purpose of this segment is to highlight the findings related to shadow movements, in particular to traditional Wayang Kulit performance, mainly by Wayang Kulit fans. F14 and F13 respondents highlighted among the highest number of words coded with percentage of 2.08 percent and 1.77 percent. Figure 5.38 indicate that majority of the respondents are aware of traditional animated shadow play styles, describing that the puppeteers skill of handling in moving or animating the puppets are natural, organized and structured. In addition, the Wayang Kulit fans still admire the artistic styles of animated shadows; even a small number of respondents rejected the idea of having computer animated styles of Wayang Kulit.  The respondents suggested that the animated shadows in Wayang Kulit styles can be given more depth and realistic effects through computer animation but it would not be the same animated shadow qualities or characteristic as visualized in traditional Wayang Kulit.

5.9    Storytelling 








  5.9.1 Genre and Functionality

Figure 5.39 Genre and Functionality Storytelling 3D Wayang Kulit animation
from Animation Expert

       This section presents the findings related to functionality of storytelling using 3D computer animation for Wayang Kulit based on animation experts respondents. Figure 5.39 shows that majority of the respondents are positive in terms of the types of stories and role used in computer animation Wayang Kulit styles. EX1 respondents quoted the highest reference with 2.89 percent while EX3 coded 1.82 percent. Only EX4 respondent coded the lowest source reference with 0.61 percent, as he explained less on the important points related to storytelling for Wayang Kulit animation. One of the most important findings related to this part is using 3D computer animation and introducing folklore or “Cerita Rakyat” stories (replacing epic repertoires), which would be able to have an impact towards society, especially for young generation to overcome moral issues. In response to question 1 and 2, it would be interesting if Malaysian famous folklore stories like Si Luncai, Pak Pandir, Musang Berjanggut, to use the concept of stylized 3D computer animation with Wayang Kulit visual approach. The virtual puppets using 3D computer are animated with additional lighting, camera angles, and visual effects to enhance the mood of the story.  

      This explanation supports the respondent EX3 description of archetypes that are suitable to explain the role and identity of each character in a story or plot development. For example, in Star Wars, characters like Luke Sky Walker and Princess Amidala adapts the similar visual styles of Wayang Kulit, mainly Wayang Kulit Kelantan with the famous characters of Seri Rama and Sita Dewi defined as king and princess adapted from Rama epic.   One of the most important findings highlighted is that any characters that are introduced in any genre of a story, must be memorable and standout.  In addition, animated Wayang Kulit either stylized or replicated, could still offer versatile characters for diverse genre including science fiction, Islamic values or history, though research had to be done properly to ensure the quality of the story. 

Figure 5.40 Genre and Functionality Storytelling 
Traditional Wayang Kulit from Animation Expert

    
    Figure 5.40, shows that majority of the respondents in particular to traditional Wayang Kulit has less knowledge in particular to the art of storytelling. Again, an only EX1 and EX2 respondent has more relevant or significance point of view compared to other respondents.  This increase is due to both of this respondent has some experience and knowledge (research and technical studies) of Wayang Kulit and also being sometimes used in their field of work. 












  5.9.2 Local Content 

Figure 5.41   Local Content Storytelling 
3D Animation Wayang Kulit from Tok Dalangs & Academic Expert


      This part explains the findings related to storytelling for 3D Computer Animation based on Tok Dalangs and academic expert. TK1 respondent shows the highest coverage with 5.77 percent, while TK5 respondent with only 0.81 percent. From Figure 5.41, it shows that most of respondents were able to provide more feedback or suggestions due to the subject matter being much broader which focuses on storytelling issues related to computer animated Wayang Kulit. The respondents are well versed in terms of Wayang Kulit story structure and functionality, but when it comes to using computer animation, several points were addressed.

     In response to question 1, 2 and 3, an interesting finding was highlighted. When referring to using computer animation for Wayang Kulit, majority of the respondents felt that modern stories with various genres should replace old epic styles of narrative. This is based on the current or the younger generation audience today that has much interest in modern stories using cyber, electronic, or technology terms or concept as the main theme, which is consistent with mainstream genres such as love, melodrama or war.    
     Also, another interesting finding was mentioned by majority of the respondents stating that stories with moral values are very important should be included into 3D computer Wayang Kulit animation because today’s younger generation are facing immense challenges especially related to moral issues.   

    Nevertheless, even though new stories or genres are introduced in computer animated Wayang Kulit, it is always important not to forget the inclusion of roots or original essence of Wayang Kulit styles. For example, characters name, role (superhero) and music should be incorporated in Wayang Kulit in order to maintain some similar qualities suitable with word “Wayang Kulit” itself. Again, as mentioned by TK6 and TK4 respondent,  names that are represented as “icon” and “superhero” will easily be memorized and admired by children, which would pronounce it, buying merchandised items and much more,  just like the famous cartoon characters of  Disney’s Mickey Mouse or  Marvel’s Ironman . Some respondents even describe 3D computer animation puppets had a slight “cartoonish” look,  that would be an advantage to introduce characters like Seri Rama or Wak Dogol with superhero fashion styles and relates to modern or folklore stories. Also, genres related to Malaysian history, for example, stories on “Hang Tuah” ,Tok Janggut  or Malaysian Independence, can be visualized using computer animated Wayang Kulit , that will not only indirectly promotes local animation content but also preserving the art of Wayang Kulit itself.   In other words, the respondents find it much more positive to promote Wayang Kulit  arts using computer animation technology not only in the context of visualization but also most importantly the content or story inside of it.


               Figure 5.42 Local Content Storytelling 
Traditional Wayang Kulit from Tok Dalang & Academic Expert

				
      This part explains the findings from animation experts related to art of storytelling in traditional Wayang Kulit based on genre and functionality. The highest percentage coverage is respondent TK5 with 1.56 percent while TK3 and TK4 did not provide any significance coverage. The respondents agreed that Overall, from Figure 5.42 the most of the respondents describe traditional styles of Wayang Kulit stories are collection of stories from Hindu myth and classic legends or lores. Epic stories based on Ramayana are not encourage to be developed for computer animation, as it is much more complex and could considered outdated with today generation, but rather creating Malay epic stories such the legend of Hang Tuah or Hang Jebat.

 Thus, the interesting point highlighted from respondent TK6 in this finding is the convergence between traditional puppet characters and modern characters using computer Wayang Kulit would be an interesting approach based on modern genre.       For example, Aliens from outpace, invade the earth and battle with Wak Dogol, Wok Yah, Samad and Said adapted from Wayang Kulit Kelantan puppet characters), signifying modern genre with existence styles of Wayang Kulit performances.

      In additional, special effects with modern props will also fascinate the visual context between CGI and art of Wayang Kulit This would help to create a more attractive perception among audience especially the young generation to appreciate the values of Wayang Kulit. In brief, the art of storytelling in traditional or computer animation has its own values. 

5.9.3 Epic and Local Folklore Style


            Figure 5.43 Epic and Local Folklore Style 3D Animation Wayang Kulit 
                                                      from Wayang Kulit Fans






    Majority of the respondents welcome the idea of having modern stories using 3D computer animation Wayang Kulit, with several suggestions prefer to have more relaxed genre stories such love or family compared to history or science. In response to question 1 and 2, majority of the respondents agreed that epic stories from the original Wayang Kulit performance should be replace folklore types, suitable with current audience exposure and needs. Only small group of respondents rejected the idea having modern or folklore stories, as Wayang Kulit was raise with classical epic, local lore, legends influence. An interesting point was raised by F13 respondent in response to question 3, that using 3D computer animation could provide more nostalgic moments especially with new stories, puppet characters, narration and applying some classical Wayang Kulit music. In addition, this supports the scenario of Wayang Kulit, especially in Malaysia is believe the popularity is slowly extinct.


              Figure 5.44   Epic and Local Folklore Style Traditional Wayang Kulit 




















5.10   Audio “Live Performance” and “Digital Recorded” styles  
5.10.1   Original Voice and Dubbing Voice Over


Figure 5.45   Original Voice and Dubbing Process 3D Animation Wayang Kulit result from Animation Experts
 
     Figure 5.45 shows the perception of animation experts related to audio approach in 3D computer Wayang Kulit styles. Overall, majority of the respondents were positive towards introducing new approach to current existing styles of traditional Wayang Kulit. Respondent EX4 achieve the highest significance answers towards this finding with 0.91 percent, while EX2 respondent only contributed the lowest with 0.33 percent.    The majority of the respondent thought that experimenting with concepts in audio would be considered enhancing the features in Wayang Kulit based on the current needs of the audience. There is an expected relationship between audio and storytelling, as majority of the respondents describing as vital, compliment each another in each establishing a quality story structure. The most important findings response to question four(4), that most of the respondents felt that using “dub” (recorded) audio in computer animation Wayang Kulit , are much more effective in terms of cost and technicality.  


      From perspective of cost, the respondents describe as cost measure effective, with able to edit and add on sound effects, which indirectly could benefit in terms of production time. An interesting point was also highlighted using recorded original voice of “Tok Dalang” and “lip-sync” it with a virtual 3D computer animated puppet. Through this process, would reduce unintentionally errors or mistakes done by “Tok Dalangs” during live performances. Interestingly, for those senior respondents felt that there concept recorded audio and live performance defines two different world of virtual and reality.    In relationship with question 5, again majority of the respondents felt that by adding different voice over from different gender, sound effects, human or non-human sound will add a different style towards the presentation of computer animation Wayang Kulit.. An interesting point was discovered that different voices over are represented by different characteristics, and therefore applying  computer animation such as for Wayang Kulit  needs to introduce many characters in order to create a variety for the audience to entertain the storyline and not to feel bored.









Figure 5.46   Original Voice and Dubbing Process 3D Animation Wayang Kulit result from Tok Dalangs and Academic Expert

      This section presents the findings related to audio on 3D computer animation Wayang Kulit from Tok Dalangs and academic experts’ perception. As shown in Figure 5.46, most of the respondents do not support entirely the idea of having a different approach to the audio concept for 3D computer Wayang Kulit.  For example, TK4 and TK6 respondents with highest source reference of 3.23 and 2.83 percent disagree with the approach for using computer recorded “voice-over” with animated 3D puppets. The explanation is justified by relating puppets lip-sync which does not have the similar qualities (non-original) to traditional shadow animated puppets. Even though technically the Tok Dalangs and academic experts had less knowledge related to 3D computer animation, this are based on their observation including researcher’s prototype development. This is reflecting especially towards experimenting stylized puppets using 3D computer animation. Stylized puppet appears physically (3D models or cartoonish), and the audience would be able to watch from various position including audio narration through computer lip-sync, where else in traditional Wayang Kulit, not all characters performs lip sync  except for certain characters that makes the shadows with enough strength and depth for audience mesmerize by the performances. 
   Also, in response to question 5, most of the respondents described the usage of non-Tok Dalangs voice audio could jeopardize the entire concept art of Wayang Kulit   The art of stylish narration with melodic and rhyme accompanied with musical orchestra are the true ingredient of Wayang Kulit arts.   Only a small majority of respondents felt that using computer recorded dubbing process including non-puppeteers (Tok Dalang) voice over audio, are much more effective and unique, defining the whole concept of “modern” or new approach for Wayang Kulit. For example, using recorded voice of characters such as for mother, son, horse, or even aliens, plus adding background sound effects or music-score, such as wind, explosion, could add-up as a unique balance in entire whole process of a new look of Wayang Kulit. In brief, the respondents had mixed opinions when it comes to originality, comparing themselves in real environment and observing it in the context of virtual dogma.


Figure 5.47   Original Voice and Dubbing Process Traditional Wayang Kulit result from Animation Experts

    This section presents the findings based on audio for traditional Wayang Kulit from the respondents of Tok Dalangs and academic experts. Figure 5.47 has presented the related source code that signifies questions related to audio studies in traditional Wayang Kulit, with TK4 respondent quoting the highest source reference by 1.23 percent, while TK5 with only 0.07 percent. 
     The reason for the increase is based on the knowledge and experience of traditional Wayang Kulit performances or research conducted. An interesting findings was highlighted relating it to voice over or audio narration of Tok Dalang or puppeteer must only be represented by a man (male) icon only.  Female voices as Tok Dalangs are not convincing and could be controversial as well. Overall, this had been practiced for many years and majority of respondents still acknowledge puppeteers icon in traditional style performances as “live” and “inimitable”. By including adding non-voice of Tok Dalangs, female, sound effects, or any other technology driven effects, it would be hard to replace the exact qualities especially original rhythm or melodic narrative skills and to animate manipulating the puppet shadows in and out of the screen.

5.10.2 Innovative and Preserving Originality    


Figure 5.48 Audio Innovative and Preserving Originality 3D Animation Wayang Kulit result from Wayang Kulit Fans

      Figure 5.48 shows the findings related to audio concept use in 3D computer animation Wayang Kulit perception based on Wayang Kulit fans. The graph above shows a balance of mixture between agreeing and totally differing the approach on audio for 3D computer animation Wayang Kulit F12 respondent quoted the highest reference with 1.18 percent while F11 respondent with only 0.04 percent. 
     Majority of the respondent felt that the idea of using pre-recorded voice-over of Tok Dalangs is not acceptable as it shows non-originality. The respondents describe enjoying energetic performance of “Tok Dalangs” or puppeteer with rasping voices representing each character on scene are true identical of Wayang Kulit.  Using computer audio software to record can be describe as “simple” ignoring the proper values related to traditional Wayang Kulit  performance.  The respondents are fascinated with mesmerizing stylish narration with melodic and rhyme accompanied with music orchestra reflects the original styles of Wayang Kulit arts. In addition, responding to question five(5), the respondents are not keen to have non puppeteers or Tok Dalangs voices audio, and by replacing with normal characters describing as ineffective. 

   Wayang Kulit  was develop with from history practices and puppeteers or Tok Dalangs should always appears as symbol of leadership and respect, where else using voices from non or Tok Dalangs or puppeteers are suitable to seeing  as “purely” entertainment without considering any culture added values.   Only a small majority of  the respondents agreed with the idea using recorded voice-over and non Tok Dalangs audio including sound effects from their perspective has the similar relationship idea with other focus group respondents, describing as new style or method in medium of entertainment related to Wayang Kulit.   In general, the respondents looking from the perspective of  today’s audience, are not much looking backward or appreciating history values, but more ahead in terms of style, creativity, content and technology. Thus, providing new alternative in context of audio styles (recording, sound effects, mixing, editing, music score,) are considered innovative for new medium approach for digital Wayang Kulit puppetry style.


      Figure 5.49   Audio Innovative and Preserving Originality Traditional Wayang Kulit result from Wayang Kulit Fans
   








5.25     Summary 

         Based on the comment and suggestions by selected target group respondents in this area, it shows that indeed Wayang Kulit is possible to be designed with computer 3D animation while considering the similar concepts, technique and visual qualities from the traditional visual styles of Wayang Kulit that could be adapted. The most important key points from this finding is basically the ability of using 3D computer animation to stylize or replicate Wayang Kulit visual arts especially the vital areas such as puppet design, lighting, or the art of storytelling. Overall, if Wayang Kulit is to be developed in 3D animation, certain qualities such as puppets’ name, music, shadows and others from the existing conventional Wayang Kulit styles should remain. This is to preserve the identity and aesthetics of Wayang Kulit originality. Also, from this finding, several discussions on Disney's twelve principles in traditional Wayang Kulit were also highlighted by the respondents, providing a strong relationship between the art of animation and Wayang Kulit.  Thus,   knowledge from this finding would be vital for future animation development studies in order to preserve the concept and roots of Wayang Kulit.
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